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ABSTRACT

Persistent global disparities in maternal and neonatal outcomes exist, in part, due to a lack of access to safe surgery. This commentary examines the relative need for increased focus on access to safe maternal and pediatric surgery globally, starting with a focus on cost-effective surgeries. There is a need to understand context-specific surgeries for regions, including understanding regional versus tertiary development. Most important is a need to understand the crucial role of supply chain management (SCM) in developing better access to maternal and pediatric surgery in limited resource settings. We evaluate the role of SCM in global surgery and global health, and the current landscape of inefficiency. We outline specific findings and takeaways from recent solutions developed in pediatric and maternal surgery to address SCM inefficiencies. We then examine the applicability to other settings and look at the future. Our goal is to summarize the challenges that exist today in a global setting to provide better access to maternal and pediatric surgery and outline solutions relying on structural, SCM-related framework.
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Introduction

The Lancet Commission on Global Surgery has outlined the need for safe, timely, and affordable surgical care around the world. The commission's Global Surgery 2030 reported that of the 7.7 billion people worldwide, 5 billion lack access to safe, essential, life-saving surgical and anesthesia care, many in low and middle-income countries. But, within these numbers lies another staggering trend outlining a need for access to surgical resources for women and children. The World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that 1.7 billion of the 2.54 billion children and teenagers around the world lack access to safe, timely, and affordable surgical care. Literature has described the cost-effectiveness of key maternal and pediatric surgeries. We examine
the most cost-effective surgeries in maternal and pediatric surgery globally and identify key supply chain issues preventing delivery of those procedures.

Focus on Cost-effective Surgeries

Of the needed surgical care in maternal and pediatric surgery, focus on cost-effective surgeries would provide the largest economies of scale relative to the cost of increasing access. In pediatric care, Saxton identified inguinal hernia repair, trichiasis surgery, and specific orthopedic surgical procedures with the lowest cost-effectiveness ratios. In gynecology, the benefits of fistula surgery at $54 cost per Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY) averted are the lowest. In maternal surgery, emergency obstetric care in the form of cesarean sections and safe first trimester termination has been increasingly established. A lack of access to emergency obstetric services merits immediate action, with more than 15% of women in labor requiring cesarean delivery. Furthermore, significant maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality may result, including obstetric fistula. Of potential procedures for safe termination, manual vacuum aspiration (MVA) is reported as the most cost-effective, compared to dilation and curettage (D&C).

Context Targeted Surgeries for Areas: Regional vs Tertiary

Healthcare systems internationally need to be better understood before developing plans to access safe surgery. For example, South Africa’s tiered system results in different budgets available for procedures considered primary health care level, compared to a regional or tertiary level. Tertiary service grants are awarded separately to provincial department of health funds. This system impacts the equipment and services available at each hospital level. Whilst surgical teams may have the expertise and equipment, key support services such as specialists, anesthetics, and the availability of a pediatric Intensive Care Units (ICU) will impact the type of surgery. Analysis of systematic and environmental barriers in regards to access is important before attempted implementation.

Role of Supply Chain Management

A key issue facing global surgery, and global healthcare delivery more broadly, lies in the structural inefficiencies which prevent the timely delivery of a supply of products and services to the appropriate settings for conduct of surgical procedures. The global health care supply chain is a complex, dynamic network of systems composed of materials, information, and financing. Many believe that the current health care delivery system requires a fundamental restructuring to create value improvement. With supply chain management (SCM) emerging to incorporate a scope beyond traditional logistics functions, and increasingly applied to health care systems, we believe that addressing key SCM challenges in global surgery will increase access to safe surgery. The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has created a comprehensive SCM program to increase global health care delivery, including region-specific interventions and education of the future SCM workforce. These interventions are of particular importance in global surgery where procurement processes differ from hospital to hospital. An understanding of “cost-effectiveness” by a remotely placed SCM official may be weighted largely on absolute costs and maintenance contracts, whilst the surgical team may have important insights into durability, efficacy, and fit-for-purpose metrics.

Improving SCM Globally

An integral part of improving access to safe surgery for maternal and pediatric populations is raising the quality of anesthetic care globally. Calls for improvement of SCM and innovative technologies exist with the growing market of anesthesia devices globally. In anesthesia, medication SCM is key to the development of a national surgical plan as observed in a study in Madagascar. In order to meet safety demands, the World Federation of Societies of Anesthesiologists (WFSA) and WHO have designed international standards for safer anesthesia. Further recommendations should include SCM. In obstetric surgical care, the role of medication SCM is also key, just as the ready availability of essential obstetric medications, such as uterotonics, may reduce maternal mortality during delivery.

Applicability of SCM

The applicability of SCM extends to many specialties beyond pediatric and obstetric surgery. For example,
in Zimbabwe and Ghana there is variability in the quality of orthopedic implants as they are retrieved through a variety of methods including: direct purchase from an external supplier; procurement from an intermediate dispensary; and global partnership donations. SCM could possibly lead to leveraging existing partnerships with the private sector. For example, the equipment can be provided to the hospital on loan, enabling surgery. Additionally, good SCM means partnership agreements among departments and hospitals, as well as sharing of resources via equipment stacking and pooling. This reduces the overall financial burden to the hospital, and maximizes service delivery. Lastly, electricity inconsistency affects all surgical specialties and leads to unnecessary complications and mortality in the emergency setting. With less than two-thirds of hospitals having a continuous primary or back-up electrical supply, SCM may address this need.

### Looking Ahead

Benefits in maternal and pediatric global surgery could result from implementing SCM training programs. A realistic understanding of budgetary constraints is needed, alongside an approach that maximizes benefits for all stakeholders. Furthermore, a systematic SCM framework can improve surgical outcomes and increase access to safe surgery beyond the operating room. Mapping the surgery ecosystem on a regionally-specific basis helps to implement equipment maintenance programs, empower local teams, and involve key stakeholders. Partnership of SCM workers with global surgeons in obstetric and pediatric surgery can further improve supply chain workforce functions and productivity.
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### Key Messages

- Development of supply chain management (SCM) solutions in a structured framework including training programs and partnerships can enable access to maternal and pediatric surgery, particularly in limited resource settings.
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